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Tide Pools Vocabulary Flash Cards
The following pages have all the vocabulary words used in the three books in 
the Tide Pools activity set, along with a small picture illustrating each word. 
There are three words per page. These flash cards support the on-
computer activities in Tide Pools, and also might be used with other units on 
sea animals and birds.

If you print these on heavy paper and cut horizontally between each word 
and its picture, you will make three flash cards from each page. Be sure to 
have your printer set for landscape and print without a border.  You also 
could cut the pictures apart from the words and use them for matching 
games.  Duplicate the pictures so you have a pair of each for card games 
and playing Remember. 



aggregate

barnacles

beach
VOCABULARY  Print landscape mode on heavy paper. Cut in 3 strips for flash cards, or cut pictures and words apart for matching.
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cormorant

crab

curlew
VOCABULARY  Print landscape mode on heavy paper. Cut in 3 strips for flash cards, or cut pictures and words apart for matching.
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egret

godwit

gull
VOCABULARY  Print landscape mode on heavy paper. Cut in 3 strips for flash cards, or cut pictures and words apart for matching.
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hermit crab

holdfast

kelp
VOCABULARY  Print landscape mode on heavy paper. Cut in 3 strips for flash cards, or cut pictures and words apart for matching.
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limpet

mussels

pelican
VOCABULARY  Print landscape mode on heavy paper. Cut in 3 strips for flash cards, or cut pictures and words apart for matching.
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plover

predator

sea anemone
VOCABULARY  Print landscape mode on heavy paper. Cut in 3 strips for flash cards, or cut pictures and words apart for matching.
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sea hare

sea star

sea urchin
VOCABULARY  Print landscape mode on heavy paper. Cut in 3 strips for flash cards, or cut pictures and words apart for matching.
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seaweed

solitary

spine
VOCABULARY  Print landscape mode on heavy paper. Cut in 3 strips for flash cards, or cut pictures and words apart for matching.
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sponge

tentacles

test
VOCABULARY  Print landscape mode on heavy paper. Cut in 3 strips for flash cards, or cut pictures and words apart for matching.
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tide

tide pool

tube feet
VOCABULARY  Print landscape mode on heavy paper. Cut in 3 strips for flash cards, or cut pictures and words apart for matching.
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willet

This off-computer activity was downloaded from Annie's Resource Attic and is copyright 2009 by 
ann brundige studio. You may make and distribute as many copies as you want, but must include this 
page. You may not sell this activity, nor use any of its elements for commercial purposes. For details 
regarding this Creative Commons license, see the Terms of Use section of the web page at 
www.annbrundigestudio.com                                                                                                                   .
Photos were taken at various times, mostly in the Laguna Beach Marine Protected Area, some in 
Crystal Cove State Park, others in the Scripps Coastal Reserve (La Jolla) and a few in a non-preserve 
area, Corona Del Mar, all along the southern California coast in Orange County.

VOCABULARY  Print landscape mode on heavy paper. Cut in 3 strips for flash cards, or cut pictures and words apart for matching.
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